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Abstract
The Institute for Social Research and Data Innovation (ISRDI) at the University of Minnesota
submitted an application for approval to the Core Trust Seal (CTS) in June 2022. In the course of the
protracted process of preparing ISRDI materials for the application, we learned five lessons that
expanded our perspective on the role of the archive within our organization and committed the
Institute to building a sustainable metadata culture. After reviewing the specialized nature of ISRDI
as it developed over time, clarifying and documenting the processes that developed as the Intitute
matured and expanded, and applying the standards and guidelines supported by the CTS, ISDRI staff
are now better positioned to identify areas of future process development and to address
outstanding needs for documenting and preserving the Institute’s work. These lessons are applicable
to research organizations responsible for preserving a record of their work in the mid- and longterm.
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Introduction
In June 2022 the Institute for Social Research and Data Innovation (ISRDI) submitted an application
to the CoreTrust Seal for its IPUMS projects.1 Application to the Core Trust Seal for its professional
approval culminates years of effort within the Institute for ensuring access to our signature
collection of harmonized census and survey data from around the world. In the course of this
protracted work, ISRDI learned five valuable lessons for data archivists organizationally positioned in
a larger institutional context:


Situating our institutional history in a larger social science context sharpened our
understanding of our unique contribution to social science infrastructure and to data
archiving in particular.



Building our Core Trust Seal application clarified our institutional strengths and illuminated
areas to refine.



Developing a business process model documented roles and responsibilities of
organizational components (project, administration, and archive) and highlighted metadata
production and curation points.



Leveraging documentation produced for the CTS application will support future funding
applications, enumerate data archive responsibilities, identify cross-project technical
systems, educate current staff, and facilitate onboarding new employees.
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Preserving our data products and the intellectual property relating to the processing and
methodology that contributed to the development of our data products is an
essential contribution to social science infrastructure.

These lessons are shaping the way we internally conduct our data archival work, externally relate to
our funders and data collaborators, and prepare for future data harmonization projects. We believe
our experience can be a guide for other organizations aiming to build a sustainable metadata
culture. This paper presents the value of the CTS review and submission process in helping a nontraditional archive define its place within a research organization and clarifies the archive’s role in
supporting the standing of its parent organization with funders, data providers, and the research
community.

Situating IPUMS/ISRDI institutional history in a larger social science context
While producing an application to submit to the Core Trust Seal we came to appreciate the value of
reflecting on our institutional history and situating that history in the larger context of data archiving
and social science infrastructure. This intellectual exercise sharpened our understanding of our
unique story and contribution to social science.
Over the last thirty years, IPUMS has created the world’s largest accessible database of census
microdata. The Institute for Social Research and Data Innovation and its flagship data project,
IPUMS, has its roots in the 1880 Historical Census Project, an NICHD funded project to create a 1-in100 public use microdata sample of the 1880 U.S. census of population. Housed in the History
Department at the University of Minnesota, historical demographers and co-principal investigators
Steven Ruggles and Russell Menard conceived of extending back the series of public-use microdata
samples already in existence (1900, 1910, 1940, 1950, 1960, 1970).2 Once the completed 1880
PUMS was disseminated, researcher feedback was overwhelmingly enthusiastic.3 Funding to
complete the decennial population series--1850-1870 and 1920-1930 and updates to 1900 and
1910--would come to the University of Minnesota between 1992 and 2002.4 By 1991 ten machine
readable public use microdata samples covering the decennial censuses of population from 1880
and 1990 were publicly available or under development (for 1850, 1880, 1900, 1910, 1940, 1950,
1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990). The nagging problem facing the research community was the difficulty
of using the data as a time series because the various datasets were created at different times, by
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different investigators, employing different formats, record layouts and coding schemes, and
producing different documentation.
Between 1985 and 1991 Steven Ruggles “developed a set of FORTRAN programs that recoded
selected variables into a common format across the available census samples, created subsets of the
samples that were of manageable size, and pooled multiple censuses into a single file.” Initially
Ruggles used a “lowest common denominator” approach for variable codes when combining
samples, which naturally resulted in significant loss of information. Despite these limitations, the
program could be customized to meet the requirements of any research question. Demand for
customized data sets steadily increased in-house at the University of Minnesota, as well as coming
from a few researchers at other universities. Clearly there was a user base for time series microdata
if the compatibility issues could be resolved. 5
In 1991 Steven Ruggles was awarded a National Science Foundation grant to create a single
integrated series that would “maximize comparability and minimize information loss.”6 He proposed
to name the finished product the “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series,” and thus IPUMS was
born.7 Key technical innovations emerging from IPUMS included the first structured metadata
system for data integration and the first interactive web-based system for user-customized data
extraction. In 1993 IPUMS data were disseminated through an anonymous file transfer protocol
(FTP) site and two years later the IPUMS website launched its own data extract system. Hypertext
variable-level documentation became available in 1997.8
The progression from creating a 1880 public use microdata sample to compiling a complete
integrated public use microdata series at the University of Minnesota stretched the limits of the
history department, where the 1880 census project was initially housed. Creative use of space in the
1990s was a function more of desperation than of thoughtful planning. Additionally, expanding
administrative needs of the grants ( with IPUMS and decennial PUMS were being produced
simultaneously in some years) stretched the limits of departmental support for the physical space to
house the data production, archival preservation, and dissemination work. As a leading “developer
and disseminator” of demographic data, IPUMS needed to change organizationally to sustain the
growing scope and scale of the harmonization work.9
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In 1999 the University of Minnesota Graduate School issued a call for competitive applications to
receive funding for interdisciplinary centers. Collaborators from units representing geography,
history, public affairs, industrial relations, and health services successfully made their case to the
University for establishing an interdisciplinary population center. Two smaller population centers
merged to become one, and the Minnesota Population Center (MPC) thus emerged from a “strategic
positioning process” that sought to prioritize and foster highly collaborative and interdisciplinary
activities at the University.10 Beginning in 2000, the MPC was a university-wide interdisciplinary
cooperative for demographic research at the University of Minnesota. The Center had three main
goals: “to foster connections among population researchers across disciplines, to develop large-scale
collaborative research projects, and to provide infrastructure for demographic research.”11
In 2016 the Minnesota Population Center was reorganized in recognition of the diverse development
of population research infrastructure at the University of Minnesota. The Institute for Social
Research and Data Innovation became the parent organization of four centers: the Minnesota
Population Center, IPUMS, the Life Course Center, and the Minnesota Research Data Center.12
IPUMS separated from the MPC to become a co-equal center within the newly constituted Institute.
Over the course of our thirty-year history, the institutional entities that produce and disseminate
ground-breaking IPUMS data products and technological innovations have formed an integral part of
social science infrastructure as we know it today. At present, the IPUMS suite of products contain
nine harmonized data collections.13 Data comes from the United States Census Bureau, the United
Nations, over 100 international statistical agencies, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the National
Center for Health Statistics, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, The DHS Program, the
Performance Monitoring for Action project, the National Science Foundation, and proprietary data in
collaboration with FamilySearch and Ancestry.com.
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Building the IPUMS Core Trust Seal Application
The time-consuming undertaking of building IPUMS policy documentation to complete the Core
Trust Seal application clarified our institutional strengths and illuminated areas to refine.
2016 was a watershed year for the Minnesota Population Center as it reorganized into the Institute
for Social Research and Data Innovation (ISRDI). As a co-equal entity within ISRDI, IPUMS clarified its
mission in terms of data harmonization, access, curation, and preservation. At the same time,
external funding organizations were increasing requirements for adherence to standard archival
practice using the open archival information system (OAIS) model and digital object identifiers
(DOI).14 To address these external concerns, we began an internal assessment of our data products,
metadata, and archival practices with respect to those standards. For microdata projects, variable
definitions, variable source data, data collection forms, collection instructions, and sampling
information were relevant. For aggregate data, the table and dimension descriptions, data source,
universe, geographic definitions and imputation information were important to capture and
preserve.15 Our internal assessment revealed that we captured an extensive amount of metadata,
but we did not capture changes to the metadata over time in a structured way. Developing clear
guidelines regarding why and how we would be assigning DOI’s, requirements for a versioning policy
for each project, and capturing preservation copies for the archive that met OAIS standards, were
the initial points of discussion. The needs of each project were reviewed and commonalities were
documented. Communicating these issues and concerns across projects and administrative units was
a challenging but important part of the assessment process. Ultimately, this process began to
nurture a sustainable metadata culture within our organization.
After a roughly three year internal assessment, the decision to adopt the practice of using digital
object identifiers (DOI) was made in 2016. Registering DOIs with DataCite.org required decision
points around the following tasks: determining at what level to assign a DOI; capturing data and
metadata for specific versions of our data products; providing persistent access to each identified
version of our data products; and maintaining and providing access to those versions over time. The
discussion of these issues was done in an iterative fashion and involved input from all of the IPUMS
project groups. Our goal was to establish clear versioning rules around our data products while
allowing each project the flexibility to decide when in their project workflow a version was
triggered. Once guidelines were established, adhering to these requirements had a number of
important internal payoffs. First, the digital object identifiers were persistent and unique. Second,
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references and related publications became trackable for our internal processes. Third and most
obviously, our data and metadata were captured and preserved, making our preservation work
more accurate and complete. Finally, these developments motivated our organization to apply for
the Data Seal of Approval (now Core Trust Seal).16
As we dug into the Core Trust Seal application process we quickly recognized that our policy
documentation was scattered and incomplete, a byproduct of rapid institutional growth from 1991
to 2016. Pulling existing materials together, assessing policy documentation that needed to be
updated, and crafting new documentation to reflect practices already in place, was time consuming
but necessary to document our workflow.

Developing an IPUMS business process model
Developing an organizational model that clearly and accurately reflected the workflow of our data
projects and archival processes was a crucial step in developing our Core Trust Seal application
materials.
The CTS application process requires applicants to describe their archival responsibilities within their
organization using an open archival information system (OAIS) model.17 Using the OAIS model, we
worked to identify where our archive obtained submissions (both external and internal), what
actions we took once we obtained those submissions, and how we delivered the products to users.
(Figure 1) The OAIS model helped us to establish an expanded workflow model of the collection,
harmonization, and publication work done within the various IPUMS projects, and importantly, align
that workflow with the role of the archive. The new workflow model made clear how and where the
archive interacted with the projects in terms of submitting data to the archive, packaging that data
for persistent access, and delivering archived data to users once a dataset is replaced in the IPUMS
live data access system by a new version.
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Figure 1. IPUMS implementation of the OAIS Model

The OAIS model provided only a general model, however, and we soon determined that it was not
flexible enough for our detailed, project-specific workflows; IPUMS is not a standard archive and
thus the OAIS model could not reflect the full range of our activities. “The primary activities of
IPUMS focus on acquiring data from an external producer, processing the data and related metadata
to integrate it for the purposes of comparative research, providing a means of access to facilitate
that research, and then delivering customized packages of data and metadata to the consumer.”18
To identify the commonalities between the processes of individual IPUMS projects while allowing for
differences in the selection and ordering of tasks within each project over time, Data Curator Wendy
Thomas drew on two business process models, the Generic Statistical Business Process Model
(GSBPM) and the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM), to serve as templates in the
creation of the IPUMS Business Process Model (IPUMS BPM). The GSBPM was designed to “provide
a standard framework and harmonised terminology to help statistical organisations to modernise
their statistical processes, as well as to share methods and components.”19 The GLBPM is a
modification of the GSBPM, developed to focus “on the longitudinal survey process as employed in
longitudinal data gathering by academic, governmental, and private research organizations.”20 The
IPUMS Business Process Model is a customization of the GSBPM and the GLBPM, “reflect[ing] the
use of secondary data sources and the work of harmonization and integration to create a data
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infrastructure that supports research across time and space.21 Internally, use of the IPUMS BPM
provides a clear visualization of our workflow from external submission of data, harmonization
process, extraction systems, and archival preservation of metadata.22 The upper levels of the IPUMS
BPM also proved useful in identifying points where metadata is being produced by the projects
(shown in green). (Figure 2)
Figure 2. IPUMS business process model

We are instituting a workflow mapping strategy to further identify IPUMS activity and metadata
capture points for the data archive. Currently our activity map has nine activity areas with subactivities within each area. We have added depth in several of these activity paths to provide detail
on specific activites. These activity paths will be expanded as we work with the individual projects to
ensure that they each see their set of activities and process paths through the model. Our nine data
projects have individualized project processes imposed by the “needs and constraints of their data
sources and goals.”23
The mapping approach has several advantages for the projects, the administrative team, the IT
team, and the data archive. First, a common vocabulary is used across projects, administration, and
IT. Because research staff sometimes move between projects, a common vocabulary streamlines
those transitions. Second, the technical team can readily identify tools that can be developed and
used across projects, developing efficiencies and economies of scale around data/metadata
management, preservation, and delivery. Third, by establishing which products perform similar
activities, IPUMS administration can identify process and tool developments that could benefit all
projects. Further, the activity mapping approach allows each project to identify their own path
through the process activities, thus preserving their individualized workflow, while maintaining our
institutional standard. Finally, activity mapping identifies the areas of metadata production that
require the attention of the archive for provenance and preservation purposes. (Figure 3)
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Figure 3. SIP, AIP and DIP activity areas

The combined OAIS and IPUMS BPM makes it clear at what point a new version of data is deposited
in the archive as a submission information package (SIP). The model also accommodates any steps
needed to meet the needs of individual projects--for example, handling the difference in creating
snapshots for microdata and aggregate data products. Significantly, the model clarifies the point at
which the content of the SIP becomes the custody of the archive and is no longer actively managed
by the individual project. The content is then organized by the archive in an archive information
package (AIP) for the purposes of management and future dissemination as a distribution
information package (DIP) through a system separate from the IPUMS live data access system.

Leveraging documentation produced for the CTS application
The utility of leveraging the documentation collected, refined, and/or produced for the Core Trust
Seal application for various Institute purposes became evident as we organized our materials. For
example, some of the documentation we produced for the CTS application will be used to support
future funding application efforts. Our organization can efficiently demonstrate to potential funders
the preservation policy practices constructed and maintained for our data production and metadata
capture. It is particularly important that IPUMS can certify that it follows international standards; our
work involves harmonization of official statistical data and contributing organizations need to know
that their data are being responsibly handled. Further, because we took the time to thoughtfully
think through and enumerate our data archive responsibilities, we will use this information and the
visualizations we created to educate current staff, to inform stakeholders, and to onboard new
employees. Lastly, our documentation provides valuable institutional and procedural history, both
of which are often overlooked or attempted piecemeal long after processes have changed or been
discontinued. Some of this documentation is publicly available, and other pieces are posted for
internal use.24
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Preserving our data products and our unique intellectual property
Preserving our data products and resultant metadata is an obvious role of the IPUMS data archive. It
became clearer to us as we worked to construct our Core Trust Seal application that an important
additional activity of our data archive is preserving the enormous intellectual investment that went
into collectioning, integrating, organizing, cleaning, documenting, and distributing our unique data
products. Our project managers have historically been primarily concerned with preserving the end
product that is disseminated to users, and less attentive to preserving the pieces of intellectual
activity that contributed to the data harmonization process. While the projects all operate within
the nine activity areas identified on the activity map, as noted, each project follows its own unique
path that can be preserved by the data archive. Preserving the intellectual property relating to the
processing and methodology that contributed to the development of our data products is a key and
significant contribution to social science infrastructure.

Conclusion
The lessons we learned as part of the Core Trust Seal application process are applicable in other data
archive contexts as well, especially those in which preservation activities are not viewed as the
primary function of the institution. In the IPUMS context, creation and distribution of harmonized
datasets from census and survey data has always been the main focus of the projects, as required by
our funders. IPUMS evolved from a single project (1880 PUMS) to a suite of products intended to be
supported over time with the capacity to add new harmonized data products. Our particular
institutional context has led to repositioning from a small (history) department-based unit to an
interdisciplinary research institute within the University of Minnesota.
Healthy institutions change over time, responding to a myriad of contingencies, both internal and
external. Documenting this change provides a clear history of intent within the organization and
offers a possible roadmap for other organizations experiencing similar growth, change, and
development. The maturation of the role of the data archive within IPUMS reflects this dynamic
growth and touches on the common issues of describing new functions, specifying the role of the
archive in developing a sustainable metadata culture within the organization, and clarifying areas of
management as specialization occures within each contributing project. The multi-year process of
preparing the IPUMS’ application for the CTS encouraged us to provide models of our archival
practices and clarify the details of our processes. Discussions with the project groups continue to
clarify the role of the archive within IPUMS and to pinpoint where the project workflow intersects
with the archive, improving overall communitcation. The disruption of the ongoing pandemic also
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reinforces the importance of preserving institutional history that is both clear and accessible to
support the inevitable transition in personnel that occurs over the life course of an institution.
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